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Abstract Due to rapidly increasing complex attacks, networks become more and more
insecure. How to accurately predict the future security situation of networks is thus an
important research issue. Forecasting security situation can improve the awareness of
network states and provide decision support to threat analysis and network planning. This
paper provides a combination model of neural networks to predict the security situation of
computer networks. Our contribution is in two aspects. On the one hand, we select several
single neural network models including Backward Propagation (BP) network, Elman
network, and Radial Basis Function (RBF) network to construct the combination model.
On the other hand, we use the entropy method to determine the weights of each single
model in the combination model.
Experimental results show that the proposed
combination model can predict the security situation of networks more effectively than any
single neural network.
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1

Introduction

Tremendous attacks on Internet call for understanding both the current and
future situations of network security. Accurately predicting the trend of network
security situation can help network analysts to know how their network statuses
vary in the next moment, which can be helpful to assess whether or not the current
network is in danger. If the current network is insecure, the network administrators
can take measures to prevent potential attacks, such as patching their computer
systems. Accurate prediction of network security situation can help with better
decision-making, and avoid huge losses due to potential attacks.
Network security situation awareness refers to the operational picture that
integrates all relevant information for identifying attacks and selecting appropriate
countermeasures[5] . This operational picture reveals the overall security status of
the supervised network. And the information captured in the awareness process can
be used to predict the security situational trend of the network[6] . There are many
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tools that can provide network security situation information. For example,
NVisionIP provides security analysts with information of network states by
displaying the network topology and traffic flows among hosts in a Class-B
network[11] . VisFlow Connect-IP gives a global view of the supervised network, and
can dynamically display the changes of IP connections and traffic flows[12] . The
SiLK tool can record network traffic flows that provide both historical and current
records for analysis[13] . However, these tools only focus on some aspects of the
current or past network security situation.
As an essential part of network security situation awareness, network security
situation prediction was first introduced by Bass T.[10] , which predicts the future
situation of network security based on the historical security situation assessment.
The prediction of network security situation can promote faster and better network
security situation awareness[7] . Several methods are proposed to predict intrusions
in networks[14-16] . Although the existing approaches can discover single or specific
complex attacks, there is still a lack of effective methods to predict the global security
situation of the supervised network.
BP neural network has been widely applied in many fields, such as information
processing, pattern recognition and automation, because of its better non-linear
approximation capacity[17] . Tang et al. proposed a method of network security
prediction based on dynamic BP neural network with covariance to resolve the
limitations of depending on experts giving weights[18] . Radial Basis Function (RBF)
neural networks attracted much more attention due to their better abilities of
approximation of complex nonlinear mapping directly from input data to output
data[17] . Meng et al. predicted the network security situation using RBF neural
network with hybrid hierarchy genetic algorithm[19] . You et al. presented a method
of network security situation prediction based on Elman neural network with the
advantages of dynamic memory[20] . However, because the above-stated methods
which use a single neural network, are inclined to jitter and fail to predict accurately
when there are fluctuations in network security situations. To address the above
problem, this paper provides a combination model of neural networks, which
consists of BP network, Elman network and RBF network, to predict network
security situation. Simulation experiments are made to compare this proposed
model with the models using single neural network. Experimental results show that
the proposed model is better any than single neural network. This paper is
structured as follows. Section II introduces the profile of situation prediction. The
neural network combination model used in this paper is described in the Section III.
Section IV presents the simulation experiments to show the effectiveness of the
model. Section V draws conclusions with a summary and presents future work.
2

Situation Prediction

Generally, situation prediction can be considered as a problem of nonlinear time
series prediction[21] , which uses the historical network security situations to predict
the next state of network security situation. Assume that there is a series of historical
values of network security situations, the next moment of which will be predicted by
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a prediction function using the past M values as input, as shown in Eq. (1).
nsM +1 = f (ns1 , ns2 , ns3 , . . . , nsM )

(1)

where {ns1 , ns2 , ns3 , . . . , nsM } represent the past M values of network security
situation.
Thus, the prediction problem can be regarded as a functional
approximation problem, and the function need to fit the hyper surface in M + 1
dimensions space[21] .
3

Neural Network Combination Model

Artificial Neural Network (ANN), also called Neural Network (NN), is a kind of
artificial intelligence approach, and was developed in 1980s. In recent years, NN has
a huge breakthrough both in theory and practice[22] . It has become an emerging field
of interdisciplinary frontier, which involves computer science, artificial intelligence,
brain science, information science and intelligent control, etc.
3.1

BP network model for situation prediction

BP network is a feed-forward network with three or more layers. And each layer
has several neurons. The network is trained with back propagation algorithm to learn
the relationship of the input and output. The back propagation algorithm spreads
error from back to front, and then adjusts the weights and threshold between layers to
minimize the errors between the actual and predicted output[23] . Generally speaking,
BP network consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The hidden layer
may contain more than one layer. The BP network architecture of situation prediction
presented in this paper is shown as figure 1. The neurons of input layer, hidden layer
and output layer in figure 1 are set to M, K, and N respectively.
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BP neural network architecture of situation prediction.

As Fig. 1 showing, the output of BP neural network can be shown in following
equation.
ÃK
Ã M
!
!
X
X
HO
IH
yj = g
wmk
wij
∗f
∗ xm − θkH −θjO
(2)
i=1

m=1

where k = 1, 2, . . . , K, j = 1, 2, . . . , N , (y1 , y2 , . . . , yN ) expresses the output of BP
HO
presents the weight
network, (x1 , x2 , . . . , xM ) expresses the input of BP network. wij
IH
between the hidden layer and the output layer, wmk presents the weight between the
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input layer and the hidden layer. θjO denotes the threshold of hidden layer, θkH denotes
the threshold of output layer.
Assuming that there is a time series of length L, X = {xi |xi ∈ R, i = 1, 2, . . . , L}.
According to the sliding-window scheme, the series can be divided into two parts
including training samples and testing samples. If the number of training samples is
H, which is to say there will be H sets of input as (x1 , x2 , . . . , xM ) used to train BP
network, the same as the output of network. Then the error of whole training data
is shown as follows. f is the transmission function in the hidden layer and g is the
transmission function in the output layer. In this paper, f is the logsig function and
g is the purelin function.
E=

H N
1 XX h
(yj − Tjh )2
H
j=1

(3)

h=1

h
) and (T1h , T2h , . . . , TNh ) denote the actual output
where h = 1, 2, . . . , H, (y1h , y2h , . . . , yN
and expected output of BP network when the input is the hth sample. E denotes the
error between actual output and expected output of training samples.
The BP network uses training samples consisting of the input and corresponding
output. Then the BP network will propagate the error between actual output and
expected output back to the previous layer from the output layer and update the
weights between the two layers until the earliest hidden layer is reached. If the error
is greater than we desired, this process will be repeated.
After completing the training process, the BP network will used to test samples.
The form of test samples is the same as training samples. But the input is needed
only and the BP network will give the output.

3.2

Elman network for situation prediction

Elman network was first proposed by Jeffrey L. Elman in 1990[24] . It is a kind of
feedback neural network with strong computing power. Generally, Elman network is
composed of input layer, hidden layer, undertake layer and output layer. The neurons
in the undertake layer remember the previous output of the neurons in the hidden
layer by receiving the feedback signal from the hidden layer neurons. And then the
output of the undertake layer neurons will be input to the hidden layer after delay
and storage. This method makes Elman network become sensitive to the historical
data and increases its ability to deal with dynamic information. Figure 2 displays the
Elman network architecture of situation prediction proposed in this paper.
The Elman network has one more layer called the undertake layer than the BP
network, so the output of Elman network will consider the output of undertaker layer.
xu (t) = x(t − 1) + a ∗ xu (t − 1)
h(t) = f (w
y(t) = g(w

IH

x(t − 1) + w

HO

h(t))

UI

xu (t))

(4)
(5)
(6)

where xu (t) represents the output of undertake layer for time t, a(0 6 a 6 1) is
the connection feedback factor of undertake layer. h(t) denotes the output of hidden
layer and y(t) denotes the output of Elman network. wIH expresses the weight matrix
between the input layer and hidden layer, wU I expresses the weight matrix between
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Elman neural network architecture of situation prediction.

the undertake layer and input layer, and wHO expresses the weight matrix between
the hidden layer and output layer. In this paper, we adopt sigmoid as function f and
linear function as function g.
The training and test processes of Elman network is the same with that of BP
network.
3.3

RBF network for situation prediction

An effective feed-forward neural network called Radial Basis Function (RBF)
neural network, which has fine approximation performance and generalization
ability[18] . As shown in Fig. 3, the RBF network consists three layers, namely, input
layer, hidden layer and output layer. Neurons in the input layer are only responsible
for transferring the input signal to the hidden layer. With the radial basis function
as transfer function, the hidden layer space is constituted by mapping the input
vector directly to the hidden space. While the output layer usually adopts a simple
linear function.
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The structure of RBF network is similar to that of BP network. As shown in
Fig. 3, the function in the hidden layer of RBF network is radial basis function. And
the training and test process is the same with BP network.
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Neural network combination model for situation prediction

The combination model of neural network is composed of BP network, Elman
network and RBF network as shown in Fig. 4. The past M network security situation
values are taken as the input of the model. Firstly, the BP network model, the Elman
network model and the RBF network model will deal with the input respectively. And
then each model gives a predicted output. With the method of weighted geometric
average, the combination model integrates the predicted output of three kinds of
neural network described above as final output, as shown in Eq. (7).
SVcom = β1 ∗ SVbp + β2 ∗ SVelman + β3 ∗ SVrbf

(7)

where SVcom represents the output of the combination model, and SVbp , SVelman ,
SVrbf represent the output of BP network, Elman network and RBF network
respectively, and, βi (i = 1, 2, 3) represent the weights of every neural network.
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In this paper, a method based on entropy is used to determine βi (i = 1, 2, 3)
described above. Firstly, this method normalizes the relative error erij of each single
prediction model as shown in Eq. (8).
erij =

eij
N
P
j=1

(i = 1, 2, . . . , m ; j = 1, 2 , . . . , N )

(8)

eij

where eij represents the prediction error of single prediction model, i represents which
prediction model, such as i = 1 means the BP neural network prediction model, and
m represents kinds of single prediction model.
Secondly, this method calculates the entropy hi of each kinds of prediction model.
hi =

N
X

erij ln

j=1

1
(i = 1, 2, . . . , m ; j = 1, 2 , . . . , N )
erij

(9)

Finally, the weights of each prediction model are made in the following Equation.
βi =

1 − hi
(i = 1, 2, . . . , m )
m
P
m−
hi
i=1

4
4.1

Simulation
Sample data

(10)
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The data used in this paper was collected by CNSSA[25] . “Based on the fusion
of network security, CNSSA makes a quantitative assessment on the situations of
network security”[26] . It outputs a value representing the current security status
of the network called network security situation value. The output value is a real
number varying from 0 to 10. The larger the value, the more insecure the network.
The security states have four levels including log level, low level, middle level and
high level. For example, when the value is between 0 and 2.5, the security status of
network is in log level.
The data was collected by CNSSA during May 13th, 2011 to May 18th, 2011 with
an interval of 5 minutes. During May 17th, 2011 to May 18th, 2011, the following
attacks were simulated.
(1) Probe Attack. An attacker resident on the host 10.0.49.1 used Nmap[26] to
perform probe attack to subnet 10.0.200.1-50, from 10:38 AM to 10:41 AM, May
13th, 2011.
(2) Simultaneous complex attacks including portscan, smurf and teardrop attacks,
from 15:13 AM, on the date of 2011-5-17 to 9:17 AM, on the date of 2011-5-18.
Three attacks were launched simultaneously. Specifically, one attacker resident
on the host 10.0.49.1 launched a port scan to the subnet 10.0.0.0/16 from 15:13
AM on the date of 2011-5-17 to 9:17 AM on the date of 2011-5-18; one attacker
resident on the host 10.0.49.1launched smurf attack to hosts with IPs from 10.0.0.0
to 10.255.255.255 from 15:13 AM to 9:38 PM on the date of 2011-5-17; and one
attacker resident on the host 10.0.49.1 launched teardrop attack to host 10.0.49.2
from 15:13 AM on the date of 2011-5-17 to 9:17 AM on the date of 2011-5-18.
4.2

Performance index

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed model, we used the MeanSquare Error (MSE) in the comparison. MSE is the mean of the square sum between
the actual output and the predicted output. The definition of MSE is denoted as
follows:
N
P
(yi − Pi )2
i=1
(11)
M SE =
N
where i = 1, 2, . . . , N , yi and Pi denotes the actual and the predicted outputs
separately.
4.3

Parameter

In this paper, 300 sets of data in description of section 4.1 were used to train
the neural network model. In the experiment, M was set to be 3 because the future
situation to be predicted is greatly influenced by the situation closer to it in time
accordance with the practice. After training, we get the weighs of three kinds of
prediction model.
SVcom = 0.3135 ∗ SVbp + 0.5019 ∗ SVelman + 0.1846 ∗ SVrbf

(12)
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Results

We use matlab to implement our experiments. In this paper, 300 sets of data
in description of section 4.1 were used to train the neural network model. 27, 22,
and 37 sets of data were used to test the effect of the neural network combination
model described in Section III respectively. Then a comparison between the results
of prediction with this method and each single neural network model was described
in detail.
NN combination model proposed in this paper integrates BP network, Elman
network with RBF network. Its prediction results are shown in figure 5. In figure 5,
the horizontal axis shows the number of the test data, and the vertical axis represents
the network security situation value. This picture shows the testing curve of four
prediction methods including the combination model and each single neural network
model. Figure 6 shows the mean square error of four prediction methods. In this
figure, the combination model gets minimum mean square error in the four methods.
Figure 5 and figure 6 illustrate that the method of combination model performs better
in predicting network security situation.

Figure 5.
methods

Testing curve of four prediction

Figure 6.
methods

MSE curve of four prediction

We do another two experiments showing the same idea. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the
test data were 22 sets. In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, the test data used in the experiment
were 37 sets. Figure 7 and Fig. 9 show the testing curve of the four methods. Figure
8 and Fig. 10 show the mean square error of the four methods. We can see that the
combination model gets minimum mean square error from Fig. 8 and Fig. 10, shown
as Fig. 6.

Figure 7.
methods

Testing curve of four prediction

Figure 8.
methods

MSE curve of four prediction
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Figure 9.
methods

5

Testing curve of four prediction

Figure 10.
methods
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MSE curve of four prediction

Conclusions and Future Work

The technology for predicting the situation of network security can reflect the
global security situation of the network and predict the trend of the situation. This
method not only provides network managers a better understanding of the network
security situation, but also helps them to make decisions quickly and to protect
networks in the network environment effectively. In this paper, we presented a
method based on the combination of multiple commonly used neural networks,
including BP neural network, Elman neural network and RBF neural network,
which integrates the advantages of individual neural networks. Experimental results
showed that the proposed model can more accurately predict the situation of
network security than the ones with only single neural network. However, there are
still many research issues regarding network security situation prediction that
remain unsolved. Therefore, in the future we will improve the effect of the
combination model, including the weights determining of the three kinds of neural
networks in the combination model.
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